Implement Smarter and Faster with Oracle Healthcare Leap

Imagine if lengthy projects, customizations, and budget overruns were a thing of the past. What if you could start a project that was already 80% complete at kick off, built specifically to address your biggest challenges and cost millions of dollars less than standard installs?

With Oracle Leap for Healthcare it’s all possible.
Oracle Consulting has worked with the most respected names in Healthcare to transform the way they work. Taking what we’ve learned from those projects, we built Oracle Healthcare Leap to offer a preconfigured industry solution to help Healthcare providers address their biggest challenges while maximizing efficiencies, lowering implementation risk, and making delivery predictable and prescriptive.

You’re not like other Healthcare providers. Your differences make you unique, and Healthcare Leap enables you to focus on them by delivering an application configured to elevate your competitiveness and serve your community effectively.

Who is Leap for?
Oracle Healthcare Leap is designed for Healthcare organizations who are looking for a faster return on their investment when adopting an industry-developed, end-to-end solution that can be implemented with a lean internal delivery team. Your organization can make the most out of Oracle Leap if it:

• Desires a modern, Cloud based, integrated, Core Financials, HCM, and Supply Chain platform
• Seeks to shed disparate/on-premise solutions
• Wants to learn and implement best practices from its Healthcare peers

Let’s get started
Reach out to the contacts below to learn more about Leap for Healthcare.

David McStowe: David.McStowe@Oracle.com
Peter Khoury: Peter.Khoury@Oracle.com